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F Bag
+ Tin Tie
+ EasyOpen
+ Gas release valve

Additional advantages:
self-standing bag with a flat bottom and sealed edges
attractive, stable design
sealed edges = front and back of the bag have
a large surface area for displaying marketing
messages

Always closed...
…Always fresh

Self-standing bag with a flat bottom
and sealed edges
EasyOpen

Using the TinTie system

easy to open bag without the need for
any special tools
1. Unfold the
TinTie strip

TinTie
smart re-closable bag which is suitable for
a wide range of products
reclosing strip is included on the bag for
quick and easy bag reclosure
0.6 mm wire enclosed within an 8 mm
wide plastic strip which is available in
a wide range of colors

Gas release valve
coffee can be packed immediately after
roasting, sealing in the flavor
internal WIPF Wicovalve for ultrasonic
attachment or
external PLITEK valve
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3. Open the
bag

2. Unroll the
top of the
bag
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4. Pour out
the required
contents

5. Fold down
the upper
part of the
bag
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6. Reclose the
bag with
TinTie

VELTEKO CZ Ltd.
K Borovičkám 1716, 258 01 Vlašim, Czech Republic
Phone +420 317 846 473, www.velteko.com

US 100 “Create and Close” Packaging Machine
Using the US 100 for packaging coffee in the Type “F” bag with TinTie and Valve

Dosing unit

One of the possible uses of the US100 “Create and Close” Packaging Machine is for the creation and filling of
a self-standing bag with a flat bottom, sealed edges („F“ type bag – from VELTEKO) and a TinTie re-closure strip
affixed to the bag. In this set-up, the machine is also equipped with an applicator for ultrasonic attachment of the
WIPF Wicovalve and special EasyOpen jaws for easy opening of the bag.
Main advantages of the US100 “Create and Close” F/TinTie machine:
Creation and filling of an “F” type flat bottomed bag with welded edges

VFFS machine

Fast machine conversion for different size bags
Automated machine conversion for different size bags with the possibility
of saving individual positions in the machine´s memory
Applicator for ultrasonic welding of the WIPF Wicovalve
Special EasyOpen jaws for easy opening of the bag
Applicator for the TinTie re-closing system
Industrial PC with a 12” color touch screen
maximizes running time and minimizes
learning time
Low electricity consumption of only 5 kWh
due to our use of high quality components,
efficient operations and streamlined processes

120 – 320

Bag sizes (mm)
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40 – 10

60 – 140

Packaging output: 52 bags/min.

Valve
applicator
TinTie
applicator

